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OVERVIEW

• Introduction to Spin Correlation and existing results

• Lepton+Jets channel

• Reconstructing the top quarks

• Summary and Conclusions
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SPIN CORRELATION

• Top quark decays before hadronisation

• Spins are unaffected by strong interactions

• Spin information influences angular distributions of decay 
products

• Can use this to determine the degree of correlation of the 
ttbar spins

• Analysis published in dilepton channel: arXiv:1203.4081v1 [hep-ex]
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1203.4081v1
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SPIN ANALYSING BASIS
• An analysing basis can be defined for the top quarks

• Helicity basis

• Vector defined along direction of top quark in ttbar rest frame

• LHC Optimal basis

• A basis optimised for ttbar from gg fusion (the dominant production 
mechanism at the LHC)

• Degree of spin correlation can be then defined, where ↑ and ↓ denote spins 
measured with respect to the basis
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A =
Nlike � Nunlike

Nlike + Nunlike
=

N("") + N(##) � N("#) � N(#")
N("") + N(##) + N("#) + N(#") . (2)

A basis must be defined in order to probe the spin correlation requiring the definition of two vectors,115

â as a probe for the top quark and b̂ as a probe for the antitop quark. Results will be presented in the116

helicity basis and the LHC maximal basis as described in [19]. The helicity basis defines the spin analysis117

vector as the direction of the top quark in the tt̄ rest frame,118

â = �b̂ = k̂, (3)

where k̂ denotes the direction of flight of the top quark in the centre-of-mass frame of the tt̄ system.119

This convention implies that the spin analysing vector for the top quark, â, has opposite sign to the spin120

analysing vector for the antitop quark, b̂. This basis has been extensively studied for 14 TeV tt̄ spin121

correlation measurements at ATLAS [13, 20].122

For the decay tt̄ ! W+W�bb̄ ! l+⌫l�⌫̄bb̄, it has been shown that the �� distribution1 between the123

two leptons in the lab frame is sensitive to the spin correlation for a pp collider at
p

s = 14 TeV [21].124

This quantity is well measured by the ATLAS detector and does not require reconstruction of the top125

quarks (via reconstruction of the two neutrinos in the event). A study of dileptonic tt̄ decays using a126

Monte Carlo sample of 200 pb�1 at
p

s = 10 TeV was performed in [22]. Only top quark decays to e and127

µ flavoured leptons are considered due to the relative di�culty in reconstructing ⌧-leptons. However, ⌧128

leptons which decay to e and µ are included in the analysis, giving a branching ratio of 6.4% of tt̄ events129

for the dilepton channel [23].130

1.4 Parton level results131

The feasibility of using the �� distribution at
p

s = 7 TeV was evaluated at parton level using the leading132

order generator Herwig++ [24–26]. The matrix element code in Herwig++ can be easily modified to133

disable the spin correlation between the top quarks. Two scenarios are considered; one in which the top134

quarks decay with the Standard Model spin correlation and another in which the decays are uncorrelated.135

Figure 2 shows the distribution of �� at parton level for events generated at
p

s = 7 TeV. The plot136

on the left shows the distribution for all tt̄ events that decay dileptonically to electrons and muons for137

Standard Model and uncorrelated decays. The plot on the right shows the same distribution with a cut138

requiring the invariant mass of the tt̄ system, m(tt̄) < 400 GeV, using the true top quark 4-vectors from139

the generator. This cut is expected to increase the di↵erence between the two samples by selecting the140

top quark pairs produced from like-helicity gluons as observed in [21]. At higher invariant mass top141

quark pair production is dominated by unlike-helicity gluons, producing top quark pairs in the up-down142

and down-up o↵-diagonal configuration, identical to that in top quark pair production via qq̄ annihila-143

tion. However, only 23.5% of true tt̄ dilepton events pass this cut. Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments on144

simulated tt̄ decays suggest that the �� distribution was more sensitive to the spin correlation without145

any cut on the invariant m(tt̄). Several mass points between 400 GeV and 1 TeV were investigated. A146

cut on m(tt̄) changes the shape of both the Standard Model and uncorrelated scenarios.147

The �� distribution has also been evaluated using MC@NLO using the CTEQ6.6 PDF and is shown148

in Figure 3. Using the same sample the Standard Model correlation coe�cient was evaluated at parton149

level. For the helicity basis AS M
helicity = 0.32 and for the maximal basis is found to be AS M

maximal = 0.44.150

To perform the cut on m(tt̄) at detector level it is necessary to reconstruct the top quarks. Dilepton tt̄151

decays contain at-least two neutrinos in the event which makes reconstruction non-trivial. One possibility152

1The ATLAS coordinate system is right handed with the pseudorapidity, ⌘, defined as ⌘ = � ln[tan(✓/2)], where the polar
angle ✓ is measured with respect to the LHC beamline. The azimuthal angle, �, is measured with respect to the x-axis, which
points towards the centre of the LHC ring. The z-axis is parallel to the anti-clockwise beam viewed from above. Transverse
momentum and energy are defined as pT = p sin ✓ and ET = E sin ✓, respectively.

Ahelicity = 0.31
Amaximal = 0.44
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SPIN CORRELATION

• Angular distribution, θ, from a given spin analysing basis of decay product i 
fixed by,

• αi is the ‘Spin Analysing Power’, S is the top polarisation

• In the lepton+jets channel, charged lepton and d-type quark are most 
effective analysers
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The cross-section for tt̄ production at the LHC (for pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV) is predicted to be91

164.6 +11.4
�15.7 pb for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, using the HATHOR tool to compute approximate NNLO92

cross-sections [14] using the CTEQ6.6 PDF. It was recently measured by the ATLAS collaboration to be93

�tt̄ = 145 ± 31 +42
�27 pb where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic [15]. The top94

quark interacts via the strong interaction but can only decay via the weak interaction, the only interaction95

that does not conserve quark flavour in the Standard Model [16].96

1.3 Observables97

In top quark decays in the Standard Model the V-A couplings fix the angular distribution of the decay98

products according to the polarisation of the parent top quark via99

1
N

dN
d cos(✓i)

=
1
2

[1 + S↵i cos(✓i)] , (1)

where S is the modulus of top polarisation and ✓i is the angle between the direction of particle i in the top100

quark rest frame and the direction of the top polarisation. The coe�cient ↵i is the spin analysing power101

of the i’th particle. Table 1 lists the spin analysing power for di↵erent decay products of the top quark102

and for W-boson decays [13, 17, 18].103

b-quark W+ l+ d̄-quark or s̄-quark u-quark or c-quark
↵i (LO) -0.41 0.41 1 1 -0.31
↵i (NLO) -0.39 0.39 0.998 0.97 -0.32

Table 1: Standard Model spin analysing power, at leading order and next-to-leading order for the decay
products of the top quark from the decay t ! bW+. The decay products of the W-boson can also be used
as spin analysers, hence the decay products from leptonic decays W+ ! l+⌫l and the hadronic decays
W ! q1q̄2 are given in the table. Signs are reversed for a spin down top quark [13, 17, 18].

Charged leptons and down-type quarks are the most e↵ective spin analysers, since they carry the full104

information concerning the spin of the parent top quark at leading order. Jets emerging from down-type105

quarks cannot be easily distinguished from jets emerging from up-type quarks experimentally, therefore106

the full spin correlation information is not accessible in events containing hadronically decaying W-107

bosons. The presence of the up-type quarks act to dilute the measurement. By randomly selecting a quark108

from the W-boson decay, one would expect an e↵ective analysing power of ↵ jet = (1 � 0.31)/2 = 0.35.109

However, it is possible to positively bias the measurement by selecting the least energetic quark from the110

W-boson decay. This selects the down-type quark more frequently, which gives a value of ↵leq ⇠ 0.51 at111

leading order, or 0.47 at next-to-leading order (NLO) [13, 18].112

The spin correlation coe�cient, A, is defined as the fractional di↵erence in the number of events113

where top quark spins are aligned and those where the top quark spins have opposite alignment,114

t̄
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Figure 1: Leading order diagrams in the Standard Model for the production of tt̄ pairs at the LHC.
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A NOTE ABOUT MONTE 
CARLO

• We use two Monte Carlo simulations to model our ttbar signal

• Standard Model includes Spin Correlations where Ahelicity = 0.31

• Uncorrelated sample sets A = 0

• ie, as many tops are produced with spins parallel as anti-
parallel
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OBSERVABLE - DELTA PHI

[1] G. Mahlon and S. Parke, Phys. Rev. D81, 074024 (2010)
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• The azimuthal angular difference (Δϕ), in the lab frame, between the charged 
lepton and down-type quark (other lepton) is sensitive to spin correlations

• Benefit from not having to perform full ttbar reconstruction (no boosting needed)
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EVENT SELECTION

• Event must pass trigger with a ‘good’ primary vertex

• Exactly 1 electron (muon) and 0 muons (electrons)

• Selected lepton must have fired the trigger

• At least 4 jets

• Missing ET > 30 (20) GeV

• Transverse W mass > 30 GeV (MWT+MET > 60 GeV)

• At least 1 b-tagged jet
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PTMAX RECONSTRUCTION
• To find the correct jet originating from the down-type quark, a small amount of 

reconstruction is needed

• Take each combination of 3 jets (satisfying |mjjj - mtop| < XX GeV) in the event and 
reconstruct as a hadronic top ‘candidate’

• Take the candidate with highest pT as our final hadronic top

• Within our final hadronic top, consider each of the 3 (un-b-tagged) jet pairs and 
reconstruct as a W ‘candidate’

• Take the W candidate (satisfying |mjj - mW| < YY GeV) closest to the true W mass (80.4 GeV)

• Finally, from the jets in the W, take the least energetic jet, in the top rest frame, and take it 
as the jet originating from the down quark

• On truth, the down quark is the least energetic jet around 54% of the time
mtop = 172.5 GeV
mW = 80.4 GeV
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RECONSTRUCTION

ATLAS 
Work in progress

ATLAS 
Work in progress
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DOWN QUARK PURITY

• Without any window 
requirement, 
purity = 28.4%

• With 25 GeV for both 
windows, purity = 
36.9%

• Compared to 14.9% 
picking leading jet, 
16.2% picking 2nd

ATLAS 
Work in progress
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DELTA PHI

no mass 
windows

ATLAS 
Work in progress

25 GeV
mass 

windows

ATLAS 
Work in progress
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DELTA PHI

no mass 
windows
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25 GeV
mass 

windows
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EXTRACTING A RESULT

• To measure the degree of spin correlation in data, we perform a 
binned likelihood fit to the two templates

• Float the ‘fraction of Standard Model’ in the fit, where fSM + fUC = 1
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ESTIMATING SENSITIVITY

• To measure the degree of spin correlation in data, we perform a binned 
likelihood fit to the two templates

• Float the ‘fraction of Standard Model’ in the fit, where fSM + fUC = 1

• To estimate the expected statistical uncertainy, we can perform this 
fit on multiple pseudo experiments created by mixing the templates

• Result is gaussian around the input value; width gives us an 
estimate for statistical uncertainty

• Also works as a linearity check
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EXPECTED SENSITIVITY

• Give fSM=1 as input, and run 10,000 pseudo experiments

• Perform the fit each time and measure the width of the resulting 
gaussian

• Mean gives us expected central value, width gives expected 
statistical 

• Applying 25 GeV mass window requirements around the 
reconstructed W and top gives an improvement in sensitivity of 
around 6%
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CONCLUSIONS
• Applying invariant mass restrictions in the reconstruction 

improves down quark purity

• Leads to increased separation between two models

• Improved separation gives us slightly improved expected 
statistical uncertainties

• Mass windows could be optimised to maximise sensitivity

• Also investigating the possibility of requiring an additional b-tag 
in the event selection
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